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Leveraged AWS to provide a scalable, secure, and robust infrastructure 
to enhance customer experience

About the Customer

Customer Challenge

RVshare is the first and largest RV rental marketplace serving 
across the US, with an expansive inventory ranging from luxury 
motorhomes to compact campers. With over 100,000 RV and 
motorhome listings across the country, it serves more than 60,000 
RV owners across the US. RVshare offers industry-first rental 
insurance and 24-hour roadside assistance as well. 

RVShare was using Elastic Beanstalk in AWS for its applications 
and wanted to manage a highly scalable and secure infrastructure 
on AWS. They were not getting any alerts for the infrastructure 
incidents and were facing challenges after infrastructure failures. 

TO THE NEW worked with RVShare to deliver a solution that included:

Industry: Travel

Analysis of their architecture, setup of the required documentation:

Implementation of Backup Management using AWS Backup service to enable backing up of EC2 resources 
for daily, weekly, and monthly plans

Monitoring configuration on all AWS resources in AWS and extending support on any alerts.

24x7 L1 Managed Services Support team for streamlining the processes of monitoring the overall health of 
infrastructure, including onboarding and offboarding access. Some of the major activities performed by the 
MSP team are:

Backup Management

Centralized logging 

End to End Monitoring & Alerting

Partner Solution

Weekly/Monthly Availability, SLA and Cost Optimization Recommendations Reports

AWS and CIS Security Audit & Recommendations

Backup Management

OS Administration & Patching

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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ITIL Process Management (Problem Management, Change Management)

Making the infrastructure secure by implementing different AWS recommendations around IAM, Security 
Group, and other policies

Implementation of log metric filters for any changes in AWS resources and setting up their notifications

Creation of a Lambda function to get notifications in a separate Slack channel for any changes in AWS 
resources

Enforced various security measures including threat detection with the help of Amazon Guard Duty

With a highly available and scalable environment in place compliant with  Security standards,   RVShare’s customers’ 
experience was completely transformed. Other high-level business impact included:

Enhanced infrastructure security through restricting Security group rules in line with audit results. Ports are 
now opened to restricted networks
VPN implementation to add an extra layer of security further
Any changes in the infrastructure are being analyzed through the notifications in the Slack channel
90% reduction in time required to resolve recurring infrastructure issues
Significant reduction in application and infrastructure issues through continuous monitoring, troubleshooting, 
and reporting

Result and Benefits

About Partner

TO THE NEW is a digital technology company providing digital transformation and product engineering services 
to ISVs, Consumer Internet, and large enterprises across the globe. TO THE NEW design & build digital platforms 
and products with Cloud and Data at the focal point by working on cutting-edge technologies. 

Know more about our Cloud & DevOps Services
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